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■ Abstract Debate on the validity and reliability of scientific methods often arises
in the courtroom. When the government (i.e., the prosecution) is the proponent of
evidence, the defense is obliged to challenge its admissibility. Regardless, those who
seek to use DNA typing methodologies to analyze forensic biological evidence have
a responsibility to understand the technology and its applications so a proper foundation(s) for its use can be laid. Mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA), an extranuclear genome,
has certain features that make it desirable for forensics, namely, high copy number,
lack of recombination, and matrilineal inheritance. mtDNA typing has become routine
in forensic biology and is used to analyze old bones, teeth, hair shafts, and other biological samples where nuclear DNA content is low. To evaluate results obtained by
sequencing the two hypervariable regions of the control region of the human mtDNA
genome, one must consider the genetically related issues of nomenclature, reference
population databases, heteroplasmy, paternal leakage, recombination, and, of course,
interpretation of results. We describe the approaches, the impact some issues may have
on interpretation of mtDNA analyses, and some issues raised in the courtroom.

INTRODUCTION
No application-oriented field has embraced the tools of molecular biology more
than forensic science. For more than 15 years, DNA typing analytical methods have
been used worldwide to resolve identity issues in violent crimes, lesser crimes, acts
∗
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of terrorism, missing persons cases, and mass disasters. Methods include restriction
fragment length polymorphism typing of variable number tandem repeat (VNTR)
loci (22, 47, 67, 68, 123), polymerase chain reaction (PCR)-based systems to analyze single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) (25, 33, 100), VNTR loci (23, 70),
short tandem repeat (STR) loci (39), and direct sequencing of mitochondrial DNA
(mtDNA) (60, 62, 108, 109, 120, 121).
While implementation and use of DNA typing technologies have been quite
successful, the forensic field has a particular constraint not routinely encountered
in other scientific disciplines, namely the law. In addition to science, the law plays
a role in the review of the technology. While science and the law both are interested
in the truth, they do not obtain the truth in the same manner. It is a tenet of science
to continuously question one’s beliefs and findings. Using the scientific method,
hypotheses are proposed and experiments are carried out to test hypotheses. If the
data do not refute a hypothesis, the hypothesis gains more support and through
constructive incremental steps the hypothesis becomes grounded and accepted as
reasonable and reliable. The law operates using an adversarial approach, at times
attempting to create doubt and not always requiring any supporting data to reason
such doubts. Typically, a defense attorney is placed in the position or has the
responsibility to create doubt, even if the attorney is personally convinced of the
client’s guilt. However, at times, a prosecuting attorney may want to create doubt.
In the courtroom, one may exploit the standard practice of science “to question”
as lack of consensus, even if most, if not all, agree that the approach is reliable.
However, the admissibility of scientific evidence is not always challenged. It is
more likely to be challenged when the evidence does not support one’s position.
Such challenges often occur in a pretrial admissibility hearing. The federal
court and about half the states apply the factors listed in Daubert v. Merrell Dow
Pharmaceuticals (36a), in which the judge is the gatekeeper. The admissibility
hearing establishes that the reasoning and methodology underlying the technique
or analysis conducted in the case is scientifically valid and will assist the jury in
determining a fact(s) in issue. There are four Daubert factors the court may use to
consider admissibility: (a) whether or not the technique can be or has been tested;
(b) whether or not the method of analysis has been subjected to peer review and
publication; (c) whether or not the technique has an acceptable rate of error, and
whether or not there are standards that control the technique’s operation; and
(d) whether or not the method is generally accepted within the scientific community. The court’s role is to attempt to screen out inappropriate and misleading
(i.e., termed junk) science. Often the government is in court because the DNA forensic evidence supports the prosecution’s hypothesis. Even if the result is objectively
obtained, it will support one side’s beliefs over that of the other. We submit that the
scientific arena and testability have been and are better avenues than the courtroom
for determining the validity of forensic DNA methods (although other scientific endeavors might be evaluated more expeditiously with a legal admissibility hearing).
DNA typing methodologies are continuously subjected to scientific and legal
scrutiny. Most of these are methods that have been dedicated to typing nuclear
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DNA. However, the eucaryotic cell contains two distinct genomes—the nuclear
genome and the mitochondrial genome. Forensic mtDNA typing has been used
successfully for many years (3, 17, 36, 48, 60, 77, 98, 101, 109, 120, 121)
(http://www.promega.com/ussymp9proc/default.htm). Although the same analytical methods used in other fields are used in forensic analyses and the basic foundations of the science are the same as other established forensic DNA methods,
questions about the admissibility of mtDNA evidence have arisen and are likely
to continue to occur in the courtroom. This paper describes the use of mtDNA
in forensic analyses, some genetic issues to be considered when establishing an
effective methodology, and some examples of challenged topics, so that the reader
can gain a better appreciation of science and forensics.

MITOCHONDRIAL DNA
Mitochondria are subcellular organelles that contain an extrachromosomal genome
separate and distinct from the nuclear genome. The mtDNA is a histone-free,
double-stranded circular molecule. It is a compact genome that encodes 13 polypeptides of approximately 80 protein subunits involved in oxidative phosphorylation,
in addition to two ribosomal RNAs and 22 transfer RNAs. There is a noncoding
region approximately 1,100 base pairs long, the control region. A mitochondrion
contains between 2–10 copies of mtDNA, and there can be as many as 1000 mitochondria per somatic cell.
The mtDNA genome has been completely sequenced. One strand is purinerich (termed the heavy strand) and one strand is pyrimidine-rich (termed the light
strand). Nucleotide positions in the mtDNA genome are numbered according to the
convention of Anderson et al. (7) with minor modification (6). An arbitrary position
on the heavy strand begins the numerical designation of each base pair, continuing
around the molecule for approximately 16,569 base pairs. The low fidelity of
mtDNA polymerase and the apparent lack of mtDNA repair mechanisms have led
to a higher mutation rate in the mitochondrial genome compared with the nuclear
genome. Some regions of the mtDNA genome appear to evolve at rates 5–10
times higher than that of single-copy nuclear genes. These regions are of interest
for human identity testing because of their hypervariability consequent of their
higher mutation rate. Most of the sequence variation between individuals is found
within two specific segments of the control region (50): the hypervariable region 1
(HV1) and hypervariable region 2 (HV2). There is an average of 8 nucleotide
differences between Caucasian individuals and 15 differences between individuals
of African descent within the HV1 and HV2 (26, 116). Typically, HV1 spans the
region 16,024 to 16,365 and HV2 encompasses positions 73 to 340. The small
size of each region allows for amplification by PCR and, hence, HV1 and HV2 are
routinely typed for forensic testing purposes.
Unlike nuclear DNA, mtDNA is maternally inherited (29, 45, 64). Barring mutation, the mtDNA sequence of siblings and all maternal relatives is identical.
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This characteristic can be helpful in forensic cases, such as analyzing the remains
of a missing person, where known maternal relatives can provide reference samples
for direct comparison to the questioned mtDNA type (48, 60). Because of a lack of
recombination, maternal relatives several generations apart from the source of the
evidence (or biological material) can serve as reference samples. Nuclear DNA
markers, other than those on the nonrecombinant portion of the Y chromosome,
cannot provide this feature.
The haploid and monoclonal nature of mtDNA simplifies interpretation of DNA
sequencing results (84, 85). Though most individuals are operationally homoplasmic, heteroplasmy at occasional sites may be encountered (13, 14, 32, 46, 66, 122).
A person is considered heteroplasmic if he/she carries more than one detectable
mtDNA type. Careful analysis and direct comparisons between multiple known
samples and a questioned sample should, in most cases, alleviate interpretational
difficulties that may arise due to the presence of heteroplasmy (4, 11, 21, 24, 28,
61, 112) (http://www.promega.com/ussymp10proc/default.htm).
Because of the high copy number of mtDNA molecules in a cell (16), typing
mtDNA is particularly advantageous, compared with nuclear DNA, for certain
kinds of forensic analyses. In cases where the amount of extracted DNA is very
small or degraded, it is more likely that a DNA typing result can be obtained by
typing mtDNA than by typing polymorphic markers found in nuclear DNA.
The utility, application, and validity of forensic mtDNA are well documented
(3, 17, 36, 46, 57, 60, 62, 66, 76, 77, 98, 101, 105, 108, 109, 120, 121) (http://www.
promega.com/ussymp9proc/default.htm). Besides bones and teeth as sources for
analysis, hair shafts contain mtDNA (3, 4, 98, 101, 115, 121). Results have been
obtained routinely from as little as 1–2 cm of a single hair shaft. mtDNA sequencing is also the primary analytical tool used to identify individuals from bones
recovered from American war casualties (60). Victim remains from the World
Trade Center tragedy of the September 11, 2001 act of terrorism are being characterized using mtDNA sequencing technology. In addition, mtDNA analysis has
been used in evolutionary studies (5, 18, 27, 31, 42–44, 54, 58, 63, 72, 79, 97,
99, 111, 116) and anthropological studies (57, 78, 89–92, 94, 96, 117), including analyses of 7000-year-old brain tissue (93) and the remains of a Neanderthal
man (74). One of the most well-known lineage studies using mtDNA sequencing resulted in verification of Tsar Nicholas II’s bones. Using mtDNA obtained
from living maternal relatives (Countess Xenia Cheremeteff-Sfiri and the Duke
of Fife), a comparison was made with the sequence of mtDNA extracted from
the putative bones of the Tsar. The sequences were similar and the data supported the hypothesis that the putative remains were those of Tsar Nicholas II
(46, 66).
There is no doubt that mtDNA is generally accepted as a tool for forensic identity testing and evolutionary studies. However, one needs to appreciate mtDNA’s
various features, and its application, in order to properly interpret results from evidence. These include issues such as nomenclature, reference population databases,
heteroplasmy, paternal leakage, and recombination.
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NOMENCLATURE
The naming of DNA sequences may seem obvious, simplistic, and trivial. However, complications arise if proper consideration is not afforded to nomenclature.
Listing more than 600 bases to describe results from HV1 and HV2 would be
cumbersome and unwieldy. Thus, an alternate approach was developed that identifies only differences from a reference sequence. Anderson et al. (7) described the
first entire human mtDNA sequence. The published sequence is used as a reference standard and is termed the Cambridge Reference Sequence (CRS) (6). The
sequence is displayed as the light strand sequence and is compared directly with
a sequence from the sample(s). Only differences between the aligned sample(s)
and the CRS are noted; all other positions in the sequence are understood to be the
same as the CRS. For example, position number 16311 in the CRS is listed as a
thymidine, or T. However, in some individuals, that position could be substituted
with a cytosine, or C. This polymorphism is designated as 16311 C, and all other
positions in the region sequenced are understood to be identical to the CRS. Insertions are designated by placing a period after the last aligned base in the Anderson
sequence and listing the insertion with the appropriate nucleotide. For example, if
bases beyond position 16192 were out of register by one base due to the insertion
of a C (i.e., 16193 onward are aligned with the reference sequence) the inserted
base is designated as 16192.1 C. If two Cs were inserted instead of one, they are
designated as 16192.1 C, 16192.2 C. Deletions are recorded as the number of the
base or bases missing with respect to the CRS (for example, 249 D or 249-). Bases
that cannot be unambiguously determined are coded using an N.
Naming mtDNA sequences by referring to a standard sequence provides a common language and an easy tool for describing the variation observed in human populations. The above general nomenclature guidelines for recording sequence differences have been described elsewhere (11, 24, 28, 112) (http://www.promega.com/
ussymp10proc/default.htm) and are used throughout the forensic community. However, there are some situations where different alignments may be proffered. If these
are not standardized, identical sequences may be (and have been) aligned and listed
differently and inconsistently [see (118)]. Thus, when determining the number of
times the evidentiary sequence is observed in a reference population database, the
count may be underestimated. One should be cautious not to infer solely phylogenetic interpretations to describe alignments because such a treatment may use
information from other samples in a data set. In forensics, the evidentiary sample’s ethnohistory is unknown, and this is exacerbated with mtDNA, which may
not unequivocally reflect the lineage of nuclear genes. To be fair to a defendant,
one should attempt to list any sequences in a reference database that could result
in the same alignment as the same sequence when estimating how common or rare
an evidentiary mtDNA sequence is.
Most ambiguities in alignment/nomenclature arise with insertion and deletion placement. Wilson et al. (118, 119) (http://www.fbi.gov/hq/lab/fsc/backissu/
oct2002/index.htm) developed an approach to attempt to standardize alignments.
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It is based on a phylogenetic context using differential weighting of transitions,
transversions, insertions, and deletions. However, the alignment and nomenclature may not reflect the true biological mechanism that generated the biological variation. Instead, the nomenclature approach has the goal of database
stability. The following recommendations address most scenarios: a) characterize the variant(s) using the least number of differences (i.e., substitutions, insertions, deletions) from the reference sequence; b) if there is more than one
possible alignment, each having the same number of differences with respect to
the reference sequence, a prioritization is made first for insertions/deletions (indels), then transitions, and lastly transversions; c) insertions and deletions should
be placed 30 with respect to the light strand (when possible, insertions and/or
deletions should be combined); and d) gaps are combined together only if they
can all be placed in the most 30 position while maintaining the same number
of differences from the reference. Bases designated with an N should not affect the recommendations. The recommendations listed above are hierarchical.
Recommendation a takes precedence, followed by recommendations b and c,
which to some degree are arbitrary. Recommendation d is a clarification to further facilitate alignment interpretations. Several examples have been identified
where alternative alignment strategies are possible and have been described elsewhere (118, 119) (http://www.fbi.gov/hq/lab/fsc/backissu/oct2002/index.htm).
The Appendix (below) provides examples for conceptualizing the recommended
approach.
Example 2 in the Appendix (below) shows three possible alignments. Suppose that three analysts in a laboratory are generating population data and each
one names Example 2 type differently. Now consider hypothetically that there are
9 samples in a set of 100 individuals that have the same type as in Example 2
and the other 91 samples have unique types in the data set. If each analyst interpreted 3 of the 9 samples, no more than three individuals (3%) would share
the same type in the data set. Yet with a standard nomenclature, nine individuals
(9%) would share the same type. In a forensic case, the weight of evidence is
primarily based on the number of times a profile is observed in a reference data
set; thus, one can appreciate the potential underestimation that could occur if a
standard nomenclature is not applied. The hypothetical illustrates a nomenclature
issue that might occur within a laboratory, and this would be exacerbated across
laboratories. The recommendations can help clarify inconsistencies in nomenclature, provide higher quality databases, and enable better, more reliable profile searches for evaluating the weight of evidence. As more samples are typed,
there may be scenarios that require refinement or additional rules. It is important for the forensic community to adopt a standard that resolves ambiguities
that may reduce the weight of the evidence. By promulgating such recommendations, the issue of a consistent nomenclature is brought to the forefront so
that eventually we may adopt a community-wide standard. Perhaps haplogroup
nomenclature recommendations also should be promulgated to avoid possible
misinterpretations.
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REFERENCE POPULATION DATABASES
When a mtDNA sequence from an evidence sample and one from a known reference sample cannot be excluded as originating from the same source, it is desirable
to convey some information about the mtDNA profile’s rarity. The current practice is to count the number of times a particular sequence is observed in a population
database(s) (24, 26, 61) (http://www.promega.com/ussymp10proc/default.htm).
Because of the uncertainty involved in all population database samplings, a confidence interval can be placed on the observation (24) (http://www.promega.com/
ussymp 10proc/default.htm). Only the upper bound estimate is provided to the fact
finder.
Typically, the population databases used in forensics are comprised of convenience samples (88). The databases tend to represent the general major population
groups of the potential contributors of evidence. The relevance and representativeness of these databases should be considered for forensic applications. Demonstrating this is more demanding than with nuclear markers. Because of the lack of
recombination, larger mtDNA data sets are needed to assess the degree of variation
compared with nuclear markers. Pair-wise comparison of haplotypes and genetic
diversity have been used to assess the relevance and representativeness of these
databases (26, 81–83, 106). Though such data are of some value, a better approach
is to use phylogenetic assessments (1, 2).
Determining the relationships among human mtDNA haplotypes and haplogroups provides more detailed information about the structure of human genetic
variation. A haplotype is a specific sequence observed in the population sample; a
haplogroup refers to a cluster of haplotypes that share common variable characters
that define them as having a shared ancestry. Thus, there are larger samplings within
a database of haplogroups than haplotypes. Phylogenetic methods have been used
to identify the major human haplogroups and the important variable SNPs that
define these groups. Based on the nomenclature alignment recommendations described above, phylogenetic analyses were performed using the Scientific Working
Group on DNA Analysis Methods (SWGDAM) mtDNA population data sets (86)
(http://www.fbi.gov/hq/lab/fsc/backissu/april2002/index.htm). There are several
alternate methods for constructing a phylogenetic tree of the mtDNA sequences,
including neighbor-joining, maximum likelihood, minimum spanning networks,
and maximum parsimony. These phylogenetic methods are well characterized by
the systematic community (56, 59, 95). The maximum parsimony method was used
because of the relative ease of interpretation of character changes on the branches
that lead to defining and characterizing major human lineages. This phylogenetic
method has also been used extensively to examine and characterize human mtDNA
control region variation, and thus a large body of data is available for comparison
(1, 2, 42, 58, 72, 97). In addition, the assumption of shared variation due to shared
ancestry is preferred over that due to homoplasy (i.e., independent gains or secondary losses) unless there is alternate evidence to suggest otherwise. Allard et al.
(1, 2) performed parsimony analyses of human mtDNA variation in the SWGDAM
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data set utilizing the programs Winclada and Nona (49). If the same major lineages
supported by the same relevant SNPs are observed in other reference data sets,
additional support can be offered for the representativeness and relevance of the
SWGDAM data set.
Previous analyses of European Caucasian genetic variation outlined the major
branches of the tree of West Eurasian mtDNA haplogroups, as well as the SNPs
that define these haplogroups (42, 58, 79). Comparing the SWGDAM European
Caucasian data sets with other European analyses shows a consistent phylogenetic structure and defining variants (1). Approximately 99% of the known European and U.S. Caucasian mtDNA variation can be categorized into 10 major
haplogroup lineages: H, I, J, K, M, T, U, V, W, and X (42, 58, 111). Haplogroup H
is the most commonly observed mtDNA type, occurring at a frequency of 45.7%
of the SWGDAM data. The next most common haplogroups in the data set are
U (15.6%), T (10.5%), J (10.0%), and K (8.9%), and these values are similar to
other published analyses (42, 58, 111). For the Caucasian SWGDAM data set, 229
parsimony informative SNPs were observed, of which 72 SNPs defined clades of
10 or more individuals. After removing some of the redundant sites from closely
associated SNPs, a minimum set of 32 SNPs define the 10 haplogroups (Figure 1).
The SWGDAM reduced list of SNPs identifies all clusters in the data set with
10 or more individuals and largely overlaps that of previous descriptions of the
important SNPs for European Caucasians.
When Allard et al. (2) analyzed the SWGDAM African American mtDNA data,
there were not any published analyses of African American mtDNA control region
genetic variation, but data from African populations were available (5, 15, 31, 97,
99). The phylogenetic analyses show that the SWGDAM African American data
set contains variation consistent with that described in other African populations.
Sixteen of the 18 haplogroups previously observed in African populations were
observed in the SWGDAM reference data set and included L1a, L1b, L1c, L1e,
L2a, L2b, L2c, L3∗ , L3b, L3d, L3e1∗ , L3e1a, L3e2a, L3e2b, L3e3, and L3e4.
Haplogroup L2a is the most commonly observed haplogroup (19%) in the African
American data set. The next most common haplogroups are L1c (11%), L1b (9%),
and L3b (8%). Approximately 12% of the haplogroups observed within African
Americans were common in European Caucasians or Asians; these were H, T, J,
K, U6, W/X, V, A, C, and M, respectively. There were 217 parsimony informative
SNPs observed in two or more individuals within the African American SWGDAM
data set, and 71 SNPs defined clades of 10 or more individuals. A minimum set
of 34 SNPs could partition most of the African American haplogroups (Figure 1).
The most important SNPs for defining major haplogroups are consistent with
previous studies (97).
These data lend additional support that the forensic data sets are useful for
applying weight to an observed mtDNA match and are consistent with other assessments of population variation. Additional analyses are underway to assess
variation in far East Asians, and the preliminary results suggest that the structure
of variation in the SWGDAM data sets is consistent with the variation in other
reference population studies.
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Figure 1 SNPs determined by phylogenetic analysis of the African American and Caucasian
mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) control region sequences in the Scientific Working Group on
DNA Analysis Methods (SWGDAM) database. The numbers refer to the revised Cambridge
Reference Sequence (CRS) nomenclature system for mtDNA sites. Light gray and black
shading designate single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) that defined groups with 10 or
more individuals in the respective data set. Black shading indicates the most informative
SNPs based on phylogenetic analysis and examination of the evolution of character data on
a tree. This partly entailed removal of some of the redundant characters that define groups.
More than one character listed in a shaded area indicates observed multiple states at a site
and/or the presence of reversals.

HETEROPLASMY
Heteroplasmy is operationally defined as detecting more than one mtDNA type
within an individual. (There are two classes of heteroplasmy: length and point
substitution; we concentrate on heteroplasmy at specific points). Heteroplasmy
manifests in different ways: a) an individual may show more than one mtDNA
type in a single tissue, b) an individual may be heteroplasmic in one tissue sample and homoplasmic in another tissue sample, and c) an individual may exhibit
one mtDNA type in one tissue and a different type in another tissue (24, 105)
(http://www.promega.com/ussymp10proc/default.htm). Of the three possible heteroplamsic scenarios, the last one is least likely to occur. In the majority of forensic
analyses involving HV1 and HV2 of the control region of the mtDNA genome,
heteroplasmy is not observed. However, when heteroplasmy is found the mtDNA
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species in an individual usually differ at a single base (based on HV1 and HV2
typing). Heteroplasmy at two, and even possibly three, sites also may occur, but
at much lower rates.
A decade ago most individuals were thought to be homoplasmic (19, 84, 85).
However, with better technology to detect minor components in a sample [i.e., see
(114)], and more samples being typed, researchers have observed many examples
of heteroplasmy in humans. For example, heteroplasmy was observed at position
16169 of the mtDNA control region in the putative remains of Tsar Nicholas
II of Russia (46, 66). The mtDNA sequence analysis of the remains of the Tsar’s
brother, Grand Duke of Russia Georgij Romanov, also demonstrated heteroplasmy
at position 16169 (66). Comas et al. (32) detected heteroplasmy at two positions
(16293 and 16311) in the mtDNA from an anonymous donor’s plucked hair. Wilson
et al. (122) observed a family that carried a mtDNA heteroplasmic state at position
16355. In this family (a mother and two children), blood and buccal swab samples
demonstrated the heteroplasmy, and in some cases individual hairs carried either
a C or a T at position 16355. Thus, some hairs from a single individual appeared
homoplasmic, and some hairs differed from one another at only one nucleotide
position. The fact that heteroplasmy occurs more often than originally observed
and the mechanism and rate of heteroplasmy are not well defined are often raised
in admissibility challenges in an attempt to exclude mtDNA evidence. But with
careful evaluation, one can avoid erroneous interpretations.
In forensic analysis, the mtDNA types between a known exemplar(s) and an evidence sample(s) are compared, and established interpretation guidelines are used
to assist in the evaluation. If the mtDNA sequences are the same at all defined sites,
the interpretation is a failure to exclude the samples as possibly having the same origin (or under some circumstances the same maternal lineage). When heteroplasmy
is observed, guidelines are in place to effect an interpretation. If the compared samples have mtDNA sequences that are heteroplasmic at the same nucleotide sites,
the interpretation is a failure to exclude. If one sample is heteroplasmic and the
other homoplasmic, and they share the same bases at the defined sites, the interpretation also is a failure to exclude the samples as possibly having the same origin
because these samples share at least one mtDNA species. If both samples yield a
homoplasmic mtDNA profile, yet differ typically, for example, at only one site,
additional investigation is warranted. If possible, additional reference samples are
obtained and processed. If the evidence and reference samples differ by a single
nucleotide and there is no evidence of heteroplasmy, the comparison is reported
as inconclusive (i.e., there is insufficient information to render an interpretation
of inclusion or exclusion). Some have suggested that one-base differences may be
further evaluated based on the rate of mutation or evolution (4, 28, 61, 112). This
is a reasonable proposition; however, more data may be needed to apply proper
weight to the interpretation. In cases where two or more nucleotide differences
exist between the two sequences, generally an exclusion is the rendered interpretation, although rarely a false exclusion will occur using this criterion. Heteroplasmy
is most often observed in hair samples because genetic drift and bottlenecks are
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created due to a hair follicle’s semiclonal nature. If an evidentiary hair sample
contains one of the two heteroplasmic lineages observed in a reference sample
(or vice versa), then an interpretation of an exclusion is incorrect. Lastly, hairs
are the most likely tissue to express homoplasmic profiles that at times may differ
by one nucleotide within an individual. When the mtDNA sequence from a hair
evidence sample differs from a known reference at one nucleotide position, typing
additional known hairs may resolve the issue.
The suggestion that the presence of heteroplasmy renders forensic mtDNA
analysis invalid may seem heavy-handed, yet it is routinely raised in admissibility hearings. The following is an example of how the existence of heteroplasmy
has been used to challenge the use of mtDNA evidence in the courtroom. Based
on current knowledge, when heteroplasmy is observed within the HV1 and HV2,
sequences typically show evidence of a mixture or differ in sequence at one and,
to a much lesser extent, two bases. However, Grzybowski (52, 53) reported much
higher levels of mtDNA heteroplasmy in hair samples. Grzybowski sequenced just
HV1 in 100 forcibly removed hairs from 35 Polish individuals. Thirteen of the 35
people displayed heteroplasmy, and more than half of the heteroplasmic individuals
carried multiple heteroplasmic sites. One individual was reported to have six heteroplasmic positions. This level of heteroplasmy was substantially higher than was
previously observed. Though inconsistent with typical observations, Grzybowski’s
findings (52) were used to challenge the admissibility of mtDNA analysis of forensic samples (21, 37, 38), though to no avail. A single study may be an outlier and/or
may not be sufficient evidence to change established tenets. Though such a study
might be readily dismissed in the scientific arena, this sort of finding can persist
in the courtroom. Regardless, oddities should not be dismissed in forensic DNA
analysis without review and due consideration.
Grzybowski (52) used at least three orders of magnitude more template DNA
in the PCR, as well as approximately twice the number of cycles of PCR, than
routinely used in forensic laboratories. Such analytical conditions are likely to
succumb to contamination problems, and Tully & Lareu (113) suggested this
could be the basis for Grzybowski’s findings. Budowle et al. (20) concurred and
carried out a more in-depth review of the Grzybowski data. Since the same hair
samples were not available for reanalysis, we analyzed the natural human mtDNA
HV1 variation within a reference sample population (1). Using the phylogenetic
analyses described above, we compared these analyses with that observed in the
Grzybowski (52) study.
First, we found the primary sequence data displayed in the tables and
figures of Grzybowski (52) inconsistent with the reported sites. The sequences
were misidentified and/or outside the mtDNA regions that were initially amplified. Second, only two of Grzybowski’s (52) four defined hot spots (i.e., rapidly
changing sites) match the most variable sites (16126 and 16311) known for U.S. and
European Caucasians (1). Using the SWGDAM mtDNA population data set (86)
(http://www.fbi.gov/hq/lab/fsc/backissu/april2002/index.htm), many other sites
(16093, 16129, 16172, 16183, 16189, 16192, 16261, 16362) change more rapidly
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in HV1 (1) than sites 16294 and 16296, which Grzybowski (52) described as hot
spots. In fact, site 16296 has a relatively slow rate of change (1). Sites that change
rapidly in the mtDNA HV1 and are not listed as hot spots by Grzybowski (52)
include 16129, 16189, 16192, and 16362. Third, Grzybowski (52) reported other
heteroplasmic sites that are uncommon in the Caucasian reference data set. For
instance, sites 16088, 16105, and 16125 showed no variation when compared to
the 1771 Caucasians in the SWGDAM data set (1). Many of the heteroplasmic sites
listed by Grzybowski (52) are rare variants in the SWGDAM data set. These include 16024 (n = 6), 16090 (n = 2), 16140 (n = 4), 16167 (n = 6), 16243 (n = 7),
16288 (n = 5), and 16316 (n = 11).
These observations suggest that Grzybowski’s (52) results are unusual and
would be an unlikely combination of variable sites. Review of the data supports
that fundamental flaws in the primary data and contamination may explain some,
but not all, of the results. The observation of rare types in multiple individuals cannot be explained solely by contamination. It is possible that Poles are genetically
different (at mtDNA), although European data do not support this contention. Alternatively, the extreme analytical PCR conditions may enable detection of nuclear
pseudogenes. Such genes are found within the nuclear genome and are abundant
(12, 87). More studies are needed to determine if some of the odd results are due to
amplification of nuclear pseudogenes. Regardless, Grzybowski’s analytical methods are not typically recommended for forensic casework. Thus, his results do not
apply to other methods of mtDNA analysis and cannot be used to question the
reliability of current practices in the forensic arena. One might ask how such a
study could be considered a basis for questioning the reliability of mtDNA forensic analysis in light of the fact that the scientific literature is replete with data
demonstrating its reliability. As stated earlier, in the legal arena any study that may
raise doubt may be considered [see (20, 37, 38)].
Instead of wholly rejecting a method, it might be better for one to consider
what the consequence would be if higher levels of heteroplasmy were found to
exist. Typically, when more than one site is observed to be heteroplasmic in an
individual sample(s), most of the samples show both types at the sites. Only a
small portion of samples would be problematic and these would be when two
samples present themselves as homoplasmic and differ by two sites. With the
current interpretational guidelines, the interpretation would be an exclusion. The
forensic community accepts such an interpretation because it would at most result
in excluding an accused individual as the source of the sample when he/she is the
true source.

PATERNAL LEAKAGE AND RECOMBINATION
The mitochondrial genome is inherited maternally. Although sperm contain a few
mitochondria in the neck and tail regions, the male mitochondrial genome is destroyed during or shortly after fertilization. Sperm mitochondria disappear in early
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embryogenesis by selective destruction, inactivation, or dilution (34, 35, 103, 104).
However, there are a few reported examples of paternal inheritance of the mitochondrial genome in animals, but these do not represent the norm. For example,
Gyllensten et al. (51) reported paternal inheritance of mtDNA in lab mice to
occur at a rate about 1 × 10−5 to 5 × 10−5 per generation. In humans, the evidence is scant for paternal inheritance. Although rare, the possibility that paternal
inheritance may occur has been proffered in the courtroom as a basis for not admitting mtDNA evidence. The argument is that because paternal mitochondrial
DNA leakage may occur, and though it may be rare, one does not know if it
occurs and if so how often; therefore mtDNA analysis is not ready for forensic
applications.
The initial evidence for the possibility of human paternal mtDNA inheritance
was reported by Hagelberg et al. (54). They observed in an isolated population from
the island of Nguna, in the archipelago Vanuatu in Melanesia, a rare mutation in
three unrelated human mtDNA lineages. The variant was a substitution (a C to T)
at position 16076, which had been observed only once before in a European sample
population. The occurrence of such a rare mutation in three distinct haplogroups
in one geographic location is highly unlikely and could only be explained by paternal leakage and recombination. Thus, the Hagelberg et al. (54) study became
the basis of a debate in the courtroom and also in the scientific arena to support
the notion that recombination may occur within the mitochondrial genome. Although Hagelberg et al. (55) retracted their findings, reporting that the observation
was due to an alignment error, the debate continues. Schwartz & Vissing (102)
recently identified a 28-year-old man with mitochondrial myopathy, where the
causative mtDNA was paternal in origin and accounted for 90% of his muscle’s
mtDNA. The patient’s blood, hair, and cultured fibroblasts carried maternal origin
mtDNA.
Fueled by the initial report by Hagelberg et al. (54), Awadallah et al. (10) and
Eyre-Walker et al. (40) statistically analyzed mtDNA sequence data for evidence
of recombination. They observed a large number of homoplasies and reasoned
that these were due either to repeated mutations or recombination between lineages. Since they observed disruption in linkage disequilibrium correlated with
distance, recombination seemed a more plausible explanation. Awadallah et al.
(10, 40) suggested that the large number of homoplasies most likely are the result of recombination between maternal and paternal lineages or between nuclear
pseudogenes and the mitochondrial genome. However, there is no demonstrated
case of recombination. But there is evidence of homologous recombination activity within mammalian mitochondrial extracts (possibly involved in mitochondrial
DNA repair) (110), and it has been reported that paternal mitochondria can enter the egg (34, 35, 103, 104). In the case of paternal and maternal recombination,
recombination would require physical contact between egg and sperm mtDNA,
which currently is difficult to envision.
There have been several criticisms of the Awadallah et al. (10, 40) analysis
(8, 65, 69, 73, 75, 80). The critiques suggest that Eyre-Walker et al. (a) analyzed
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data with sequencing errors and scoring inconsistencies, which is another reason to
establish nomenclature rules as discussed earlier; b) constructed their phylogenetic
tree assuming that hypothetical ancestral types at nodes of the tree were extinct,
which is probably an invalid assumption that resulted in an increased number of
observed homoplasies (i.e., an artifact of analysis); c) used the measure r2, and
this created a bias in the analysis (i.e., an artifact of analysis); d) rejected that
mutational hot spots exist; and e) chose sites that by chance gave rise to a negative
correlation. Awadallah et al. (10, 41) rebutted these arguments by analyzing better
quality data sets and by asserting that their statistical approach was appropriate.
We suggest that direct and indirect signatures of recurrent mutations are a more
plausible explanation than recombination (30, 71).
The debate on paternal leakage and recombination will likely continue. Family
studies have yet to document recombination (75), so recombination would seem
unlikely or at best rare. However, disproving the negative is impossible. Furthermore, and rightly so, Eyre-Walker et al. (41) point out that paternal inheritance
is rarely tested in family studies, and SNPs have not been considered as possibly
being due to recombination. Yet, maternal inheritance patterns do not seem discrepant, and for the HV1 and HV2 on average Caucasians differ at eight sites and
Africans differ at 15 sites. Regardless, even if paternal leakage and recombination
were to occur, it would seem to be infrequent; so it may be better to ask what the
implications are, particularly for forensics.
Perhaps paternal leakage may make a small contribution to mtDNA variation.
Therefore, if recombination occurs, and it would have to be more than rarely,
it may affect the evolutionary clock estimates and times of divergence may be
greater for mtDNA. It would not impact evolutionary estimates based on other
markers. The forensic impact would be negligible, if any at all. First, forensic
estimates of mtDNA profile rarity do not rely on evolutionary estimates; relevant reference population data sets are from current population groups. Second,
most comparisons are made from evidence to putative direct sources. Thus, the
mechanism that generated an individual’s genetic constitution does not need to
be understood to effect a comparison of evidence with an exemplar. However,
when believed maternal relatives are used as a reference, one must always consider mutations. If paternal inheritance and/or recombination had occurred, the
result, if not considered, could be a false exclusion. This will likely be a rare
circumstance. In the case of identifying remains, mtDNA data, alone, rarely are
sufficient to render an absolute identification. Other data, such as anthropological,
geo-location, markings, time of death, etc., are considered. In those unlikely situations where all data, except mtDNA, support an identification, it may be worth
considering typing an informative paternal lineage sample although we would
not recommend typing paternal sources routinely. It is difficult to envision that
paternal inheritance or recombination would result in a false positive. It does
not matter how the genetic constitution of an individual is generated; it matters
whether or not he/she carries a mtDNA type in common with the evidence. Lastly, if
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recombination occurs, the current forensic practice of determining the weight of
evidence (by counting the number of observed sequences in a data set) will be
more conservative than believed. We suggest that current practices are adequate
and reliable. Indeed, Eyre-Walker’s position on forensics is consistent with ours—
“if the sequences are identical the chances are good that’s the woman’s son or
daughter” and “If you get a one-base-pair mismatch, do you say ‘This is not your
child?’” (107).

SUMMARY/CONCLUSION
Although the scientific community has spent more than ten years developing, validating, and laying the foundation for forensic use of mtDNA analysis, debate
on the validity and reliability of scientific methods often arises in the courtroom.
When the government is the proponent of the evidence, it is the defense’s responsibility to vigorously challenge such evidence. In some instances such challenges
are warranted; sometimes they are frivolous. Regardless, one must not dismiss
but instead recognize and properly characterize issues raised in the courtroom.
Moreover, prior to implementation of mtDNA sequencing of forensic biological
evidence, foundations should be laid that address genetically related issues, e.g.,
nomenclature, reference population databases, heteroplasmy, paternal leakage, recombination, and interpretation of results. Challenges to mtDNA analysis often
focus on the genetic issue of heteroplasmy, and to a lesser degree paternal leakage and recombination. However, the premise that “unless one has the sum total
knowledge of everything, one should not proceed” is not acceptable or a tenet in
any scientific endeavor. These challenges on mtDNA in the courtroom have been
overwhelmingly unsuccessful. The techniques are well grounded and reviewed
by the scientific community. Moreover, the scientific community is well aware of
those factors that can impact the interpretation of results and does not find them to
affect the reliability of mtDNA profiling. Forensic scientists take appropriate steps
and evaluate new issues as they arise for their potential impact. We have described
some of the issues raised in the courtroom and the impact some of those issues may
have on interpretation. Space limitations do not permit us to go into greater detail
on some genetic issues that are important to the application of forensic mtDNA
analysis. Hopefully the reader gains an appreciation of some of the genetic aspects
to consider for use of a forensic application such as mtDNA analysis.
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APPENDIX
Example 1
The sequences of the sample and the Cambridge Reference Sequence (CRS) are
from nucleotide positions 244–253 in HV1. The sample has a deletion.
ATTGATGTC

Sample

ATTGAATGTC

CRS

One possible alignment places a deletion at nucleotide position 248 (as shown
below).
ATTG–ATGTC

Sample

ATTGAATGTC

CRS

Another possible alignment places the deletion between the A and T residues (as
shown below).
ATTGA–TGTC

Sample

ATTGAATGTC

CRS

Because both alignments are possible based on a single deletion, recommendations
1 and 2 cannot resolve the choice of alignments; recommendation 3 is needed. The
deletion is placed at the 30 end with respect to the light strand. Hence, the latter
alignment is selected and the sequence is listed as 249D.

Example 2
Homopolymeric stretches of Cs with a T residing within the stretch can be found in
some individuals at nucleotide positions 16180–16193. In this example (positions
16180–16198), T is found at nucleotide position 16186 rather than nucleotide
position 16189. Also, the total number of bases between positions 16180 and
16193 is less than the 14 in the CRS.
AAAACCTCCCCCCATGCT

Sample

AAAACCCCCTCCCCATGCT

CRS
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One possible alignment (shown below) would list the sequence as 16186T and
16189D.
AAAACCTCC–CCCCATGCT

Sample

AAAACCCCCTCCCCATGCT

CRS
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Another possible alignment (shown below) requires three changes to describe it
in relation to the CRS.
AAAACC–TCCCCCCATGCT

Sample

AAAACCCCCTCCCCATGCT

CRS

A third alignment (shown below) also requires three changes, i.e., two transitions
and a deletion.
AAAACCTCCCCCC–ATGCT
AAAACCCCCTCCCCATGCT
The first alignment is preferred; it requires the least number of differences to
describe it.
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